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Autonomous vehicles are hitting the road
• A recent McKinsey survey highlights that “L4 highway pilots will be 

possible by 2024 or 2025 by private cars”.
• The survey also shows a significant investment on validation in L4/L5 

ADS.
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Heineke et al. “What’s next for autonomous vehicles?”.
https://www.mckinsey.com/features/mckinsey-center-for-future-mobility/our-
insights/whats-next-for-autonomous-vehicles



Safety of ADS is extremely important
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ADS is a complex AI software system

• Quality assurance on ADS needs to 
consider both software and AI.

• Complexities
• Integration of multiple ML models
• Integration of code and ML models
• Large-scale and complex software
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We performed the first study 
to understand the system 
(software) complexity of ADS.

Our on-going work on testing 
ADS that targets such 
complexities.



A case study on Apollo 5.0: an open-source 
autonomous driving system
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35K files 566 KLOC

279 files 36   KLOC

251 filesProto Buffer 19   KLOC
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How are ML models used 
and integrated with code?

Studying the complex integration of ML models and 
code in Apollo

How well tested is ML-
related code?
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Manually studying ML model usages and 
system architecture
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Manual analysisSearch for ML model files 
based on extensions



A simplified overview of Apollo ML 
components
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3 ML frameworks

9 ML models
3 ML frameworks
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14 ML models
9 program points

Some ML models 
even have 
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Apollo relies on multiple information sources and ML 
models to make decisions. The same task may even 
contain multiple ML models, which complicates the 

integration between models and source code. 



ML models are interconnected in Apollo
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The outputs from the ML models are 
used as inputs for another ML model.

ML model outputs are used to post-
process or combine with outputs from 
other ML models.

ML models are chosen based on the 
current scenario.



Developers provides some safety 
nets to ML model outputs
• Filtering out invalid outputs based on 

heuristics
• E.g., The area of the detected traffic light is 
negative.

• Using algorithms to correct ML model
• E.g., Consider time-sensitive constraints to 

revise detected traffic light color.
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Most existing research only focuses on unit testing 
individual ML model. More research is needed for 
testing and quality assurance of model integration.
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How are ML models used 
and integrated with code?

Studying usage and integration of ML models in the 
code

How well tested is ML-
related code?

The ML models are 
configurable, interconnected, 

and safeguarded by code logic.
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Running Apollo in a simulator
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• Profile Apollo to monitor the method 
execution in ML-related components.

• Running simulation using data recorded 
from real test drive, including data from 
camera and LiDAR, etc. 

35.5% of the methods in ML-related components are 
executed, while only 3.5% of the methods in other 

components are executed. 



CI test coverage of code components

20ML-related



CI test coverage of code components

21ML-related

More testing effort is needed to improve 
the CI test coverage in Apollo.
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How are ML models used 
and integrated with code?

Studying usage and integration of ML models in the 
code

How well tested is ML-
related code?

The ML models are 
configurable, interconnected, 

and safeguarded by code logic.

Despite the importance and 
frequent execution, the test 

coverage for ML-related code 
has room for improvement. 
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We performed the first study 
to understand the system 
(software) complexity of ADS.

Our on-going work on testing 
ADS that targets such 
complexities.



Our ongoing work on testing ADS 

• Fuzz testing on the whole-system of ADS
• Using a high-fidelity simulator to generate driving scenes iteratively
• Iteratively based on feedback from ADS perception module

• E.g., based on coverage of the ML models, based on the accuracy of ADS perception
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Obstacle 
detection

9 ML models
3 ML frameworks
4 sensor sources



Some issues we found in an ADS

• Collisions
• Model insufficiencies: The ADS perception module fails to detect pedestrians.
• A sequence of failures:
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The ADS fails to detect a 
pedestrian when 15m away.

A trajectory is planned w/o 
considering the pedestrian.

Within 15m, the ADS stops if 
detects a pedestrian.

The ADS keeps a (dangerous) 
distance with the pedestrian 



Road Ahead

• Coverage (code and ML models) remains low.
ØCall for more coverage-driven testing techniques

• Fault diagnosis is very time-consuming.
• Logs are very helpful for fault diagnosis but are very lacking.
ØCall for comprehensive tool support for ADS development
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Jinqiu Yang
https://jinqiuyang.github.io/


